
QUALIFICATION INFORMATION

Lesson plan for conducting a unit of instruction in: Department Qualification Shoot 

with Handgun and Rifle

Presented for: Orono Police Department 

Presented by: Tony Wittke Sergeant, Orono Police Department, © April, 2016 Orono, MN

--

Date of Training Thursday, April 28th, 2016

Time of Training 13:00-15:00

--

Training Course Qualification with Handgun and Rifle

Course Instructor (1) Investigative Sergeant Tony Wittke/540

Course Instructor (2) Investigator Tony White/542

Course Instructor (3) Patrol Officer Ryan Spencer/528

MN POST Approved Course Number 2715-0055

MN POST Course Approval Date May 13, 2015 through May 12, 2018

POST Approved Hours 2

Course Location Minnetonka Sportsmen Club/Outdoor

Range

--

OFFICER INFORMATION

Officer Completing Training Kenny Beck

Rank Sergeant

Badge No. 508

HC Call No. 6508

MN POST No. 15011

E-mail kbeck@ci.orono.mn.us

--

Duty Weapon Make Glock

Duty Weapon Model G17

Duty Weapon Caliber 9mm

Duty Weapon Serial No. UFA779

Duty Weapon Information Verified
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QUALIFICATION OVERVIEW

Total Hours: 2 (1 hour on each range)

Range: Minnetonka Sportsmen Club/Outdoor Range

Instructional Aids: S&W MP40, DPMS AR-15, S&W MP, Magazines, Paper Targets, Barricades

Department Approved Ammunition

Student Material: Full Duty Uniform for Patrol Investigative clothing for investigations/DTF Officers

Evaluation: Proficiency in all Tasks and Techniques Minimum Score of 80% Hits

Prerequisite: Licensed Peace Officers 

First Aid Equipment: Squad Ready First Aid Kits

Communications: Squad Radio, Cellular Phones, Portables

Goal: Officers who successfully complete this course will possess the knowledge and skills required

under POST learning objective 'F' and other related POST board requirements.

Objective: Officers will be able to demonstrate effective close encounter shooting, shooting from

varying distances while using barricades for cover, officers will show proper weapon/reaction hand

shooting and proper reloading techniques.

AR-15 QUALIFICATION COURSE

Qualification Warm-up

From the seated position each shooter will shoot 2 magazines of 18 rounds each at the described

distance. The shooter will work on shooting at the targets at the 25, 50 and 100 yard distances. Each

shooter can decide on how many rounds and at what distance they prefer to shoot at. It is designed for

the shooter to work on the distances that will be needed to qualify with the AR-15 rifle. When empty

the weapon will be placed on safe and magazine out of magazine well.

--

Qualification Course
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From the seated position each shooter will have 1 magazine of 18 rounds. The first 5 rounds will be

shot at the 25 yard distance. The shooter must have all 5 rounds within a 3 1/2 inch circle. The next 5

rounds will be shot at the 50 yard distance. The shooter must have all 5 rounds within a 6 in circle. The

remaining 8 rounds will be shot at the 100 yard distance. The 8 rounds need to be in the body portion

of the silhouette target. Rounds that have struck the arms/hands will not count. If the shooter fails to

shoot the proper amount of round at the described distance they will retry the portion of the course

that needs correcting. If the shooter does not have the rounds in the described distance or location on

the target they will reshoot that distance. If the shooter completes the course as described they will

have qualified with the AR-15 rifle.

AR-15 SQUAD READY COURSE

This course is designed to have the shooter start from a squad ready rifle. The rifle will be empty with

the bolt locked forward and on safe. Each shooter will have multiple magazines loaded with various

amounts of ammo. The shooter will have the rifle set to be squad ready. The shooter will load and

chamber a round. They will then position in a solid shooting platform. On the command each shooter

will shoot 1 round at the target. 

This course of fire will continue until the rifle is empty. The shooters will the conduct a proper magazine

change and load a round. The shooter will then continue the course of fire. When the shooters have

demonstrated proper shooting techniques shooter can then shoot 2-3 round each time they bring the

rifle from ready gun to shooting and return to ready gun position. Shooter will shot until their magazine

is empty. Slide locked to the rear, weapon on safe and cleared by range instructor.

The course of fire will work on the proper technique for the positioning, aim, trigger pull and other

mechanics related to the use and firing of the rifle. This will include knowledge of the nomenclature

related to the rifle. The course of fire will be set to make sure all shooters are comfortable with their

shooting position and will offer time to discuss shooting positions, stance and other physical attributes

or limitations and how the shooter can create a successful shooting platform. This course of fire will

allow the shooter to adjust and communicate any rifle mechanics or shooting issues.

--

Qualification Course

From the seated position each shooter will shoot 2 magazines of 18 rounds each at the described

distance. The shooter will work on shooting at the targets at the 25, 50 and 100 yard distances.  Each

shooter can decide on how many rounds and at what distance they prefer to shoot at. It is designed for

the shooter to work on the distances that will be needed to qualify with the AR-15 rifle. When empty

the weapon will be placed on safe and magazine out of magazine well.

FIREARM TRAINING EXERCISE

Drawing Weapon and Stance
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Primary Objective

The objective of this exercise is to refresh officers on shooting stance and drawing their handgun. At

the end of this exercise officer will be able to perform and demonstrate their basic handgun skills. This

exercise will also allow instructors to address any issue seen during the exercise to get the officers

back on track.

Equipment needed

1. Duty uniform

2. Duty belt 

3. Handgun

4. Magazines

5. Shooting range

Exercise

Officers will load two magazines: 

Magazine 1 (15 rounds)

Magazine 2 (5 rounds)

Officers will be at the 7 yard line and at the command of fire will properly draw their weapon and fire 1

round. Officers will then scan for additional threats and then properly return their gun to their holster.

Officer will repeat this exercise 15 times when Officer has expended all 15 rounds they will perform the

proper magazine change scan for additional threats and then return the gun to the holster. Officers will

then complete an additional 5 rounds before completing the exercise.

This exercise will be explained and demonstrated by the instructor before the officer start. It will be

explained to officers that this is an exercise is to practice fundamentals of handgun shooting prior to

qualification.

ANNUAL QUALIFICATION SHOOT

.40 caliber or 9mm

Smith and Wesson or Glock Handgun

Prepared by Sergeant Tony Wittke

--

Officers successfully completing this course of fire will have met P.O.S.T. board minimum requirements

under learning objective "F" and other related P.O.S.T. objectives. Officers will use their .40 caliber or

9mm handguns and duty or practice ammunition issued by the department. Minimum proficiency is set

at 80¡/o hits in an 81/2 X 11inch square to successfully qualify. Also a 9 inch paper plate has been

added to pull in shot group. Officers failing to have a score of 80% or more will need to fire the

complete course again.
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Officers will be firing from the following distances:

6 rounds from the 20 yard line

16 rounds from the 10 yard line 

       (four rounds will be added)

12 rounds from the 5 yard line 

16 rounds from the 3 yard line

Officers will demonstrate effective techniques in the follow areas: 

Close encounter shooting

Use of cover

Reloading techniques weapon/reaction hand shooting

Handguns and duty gear will be visually inspected for wear and damage. Items will be repaired or

replaced as needed.

COURSE OF FIRE

Total 50 rounds for exercise. The officer will start with a loaded weapon and three magazines loaded

with 15 rounds each. Officers will be coached in order to sharpen their skills or to correct errors. If an

officer experiences a malfunction, he/she will yell, "cover" in order to alert other officers that he/she is

experiencing a malfunction. The officer will then clear the malfunction while using cover and or

decrease their silhouette. The officer will be encouraged to increase their target engagement while

maintaining accuracy. There is no time limit.

--

Station 1:   20 yard line

On command, the officer will draw and fire 6 rounds and holster.

--

Station 2:   10 yard line

Using cover, on command the officer will draw, fire 2 rounds, and cover their target with weapon in the

"low ready" position. On command, the officer will again fire 2 rounds and cover their target. This will

be repeated until a total of 16 rounds have been fired. The officer will then holster their weapon.

--

Station  3:   5 yard line

Using two handed weapon and reaction hand techniques, the officer will on command draw and fire 2

rounds, then switch to their reaction hand grip, fire 2

rounds and holster. This will be repeated until 12 rounds are fired and the officer will holster their

weapon.

--

Station  4:   3 yard line
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On command, the officer will draw, fire 2 rounds using proper close encounter techniques covering

their target with their weapon in the low ready position and holster on command. This will be repeated

until all rounds have been fired and the officer holsters an empty weapon.

--

End of exercise: The range master will score all targets. Any officer that fails to meet a minimum score

of 80% will need to fire the course again if time permits.

COURSE COMPLETION

I hereby certify that the above named Orono Police Officer has satisfactorily completed all

components of the Orono Police Department Firearms Training Program.

Attested by Certifying Instructor (s):

--

Print Name Sgt. Tony Wittke

Signature

Date 04/28/2016
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STUDENT EVALUATION

Course: Department Qualification Shoot - Handgun and Rifle Location: Minnetrista Sportsman Club

Outdoor Range Dates: 04/26/2016 & 04/28/2016

--

Please e-mail your responses to: Sgt. Tony Wittke twittke@ci.orono.mn.us

--

Overall, what did you like best about today?

--

--

Overall, what did you find most helpful?

--

--

What is one thing you learned that you did not already know?

--

--

What did you find leas helpful?
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